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The Doors of Deception
Grenfell Towers
The horrific fire which engulfed the Grenfell Tower block on Wednesday 14th June 2017 has left an indelible scar on the
population of London.
While it has been widely recognised that the insulation & cladding was not fireproof,
It also appears that a recent regeneration had left the residential tower block unprotected by, adequate fire precautions,
alarm system, fire hydrants, fire extinguishers or a water sprinkler system.
Fire officers were also alleged to have visited the building the weekend
before to tell residents to stay shut in their flats if there is a fire.
Additionally a bureaucratic disaster of ignorance & betrayal allowed
building regulations & fire regulations to be ignored to allow more
Corporate Profits to be made on the refurbishment upgrades.
This was later compounded by the local Kensington & Chelsea council &
the London government failing to put into action a Cobra emergency
incident plan to help the injured & bereaved.
In fact they appeared to do everything possible to cover up details of the
fire by shutting down local schools & leaving the London Media with no
information on the death toll. Survivors were scattered away from the area
to stop details & information from spreading through the Nottinghill Gate
area.
In fact they used the police & the fire brigade to keep the figures of the
death toll below 100. Whereas actually it was likely to be nearer 600.
As if to highlight the complete insensitivity of the London Government
administration to a humanitarian disaster the British Red Cross were sent
in with no resources and then took charge of, £20million of public
donations & 100 tons of donated food. Neither of which has been
distributed in London. In fact the British Red Cross has admitted selling the
food in their stores.
The regeneration programme at Grenfell Towers was part of the national scheme to update & modernise working class
areas. However it has been pointed out that at another regeneration in London, Tulse Hill, the local community were moved
out & the land used for expensive housing.
This points to a direct connection between government regeneration & class/ethnic cleansing.
The behaviour of all these Public Servants has shown a unedifying allegiance to the City of London criminal bankers.
All it needs now is for someone to explain how a minor fridge fire caused the deaths of over 500 people & whether an
accelerant has been discovered by the police.

UK Political Prisoner Melanie Shaw
Melanie Shaw, the Nottingham paedophile witness has been imprisoned in Wakefield Prison by a secret court on trumped
up charges to keep her from appearing as a witness in a child abuse enquiry.
She has been kept in continuous solitary confinement, tortured, threatened & deprived of basic essentials.
As The British Government & The City of London are currently being ridiculed & exposed internationally for their paedophile
blackmail network this might be a good time to clean up the London elite.
Recent events noted have been;
Trump & Putin discussing the paedophile problem at G20,
New York Police releasing Wiener's list of paedophiles who used the British
Virgin Island, Little Saint James,
The ongoing FBI investigation into the Washington paedophile ring, (allegedly
50% of Congress),
The transfer of $214 million to the Clintn Crime Cartel by the City of London,
Social workers breaking up families for profit to boost numbers in children homes
Importing child refugees who are then lost by the system.
As the whole London paedophile network has been exposed in so many ways it
seems a pointless exercise to keep Melanie Shaw in jail.

The Main Stream Media
The Western Media work for the War & Fraud Bankers & The Criminal
Corporations who run our country.
They lie to you about everything; the continuous financial fraud, off shore
bank fraud, corporate frauds, the corrupt accountants, the fake Justice
system & the way your UK Sovereign Assets are being stolen every day.
And they brainwash you with adverts, distract you with sport stars, music
idols, film stars & alcohol. And while you are working for them they steal your
money in every way possible.

There is no Democracy, Justice, Honesty & Integrity in public life. Only a web of deceit created by The Main Stream Media Liars.
This government & every other UK/US/EU government is a Criminal Government of fraudsters
& politicians who live off the back of the workers taxes while pursuing their own wealth, power & greed.

THE MEDIA is THE MATRIX
The Corporate Western Media is used to confuse the
populations of the UK/US/UK with disinformation for the
purpose of power, control & maximising profit. False
stories & videos are planted by The Corporations to
manipulate the population, government & Parliament to
gain support for wars, to create fear, to get taxpayers
money for surveillance & to asset strip the economies. The
population are kept in the dark about the harsh realities of
life & also kept confused & disorientated on matters of
“National Security.” This is known as “The Consensus
Reality.” A dialogue of disinformation, lies, trivia & edited
information to isolate & create a benign passive
population.

The New World Order Government Agenda
The agenda to create a world government has long been an objective of The Criminal Bankers who run the world economy.
Working from inside The Free State of The City of london they have hundreds of years of experience using; “Foreign Aid,” financial
bribery, destabilisation, central bank fraud & war to take over most of the world sovereign nations.
They now have a plan to cut down the world population to 5 Billion though obviously being psychopathic mass murderers
this calls for yet another World War & bringing in Martial Law to enslave us all in City Colonies. While The New World
Fascist Government of criminals seem to quote The Georgia Guidestones as their requirement to cut down the population,
it seems that they actually haven’t read it at all.

The Georgia Guidestones
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Maintain humanity under 500,000,000 in perpetual balance with nature.
Guide reproduction wisely — improving fitness and diversity.
Unite humanity with a living new language.
Rule passion — faith — tradition — and all things with tempered reason.
Protect people and nations with fair laws and just courts.
Let all nations rule internally resolving external disputes in a world court.
Avoid petty laws and useless officials.
Balance personal rights with social duties.
Prize truth — beauty — love — seeking harmony with the infinite.
Be not a cancer on the earth, Leave room for nature, Leave room for nature.

Mental Health
It is apparent that The City of london & the UK government have gone beyond materialism into a frenzy of owning the world & everything
in it. This is well documented in medical books as the paranoia associated with psychopathic megalomania. Even a mere sociopathic
criminal can suffer bouts of OCD possessiveness where they want to track everything and anything.( obsessive compulsive disorder )
This kind of creepy behaviour can be explained as a person who has no emotional life of their own & is confused & disorientated by other
people’s love & happiness.

Common Purpose
Common purpose is an insidious
organisation being used within the
UK Government to infiltrate all levels
of the Civil & Public Service. The
Common Purpose it promotes is The
Global Banker Government ideology.
It plants leaders in all the Democratic
institutions to confuse & destroy
them & then implants its hideous
Fascist ideology using Neuro
Linguistic Programming. It also
provides management training
courses for public servants &
corporations & has infiltrated the
Ofcom schools curriculum.
Its use in schools has caused suicide
clusters all over the UK including
South Wales which has suffered forty child deaths.

Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)
Some clever (evil) therapists have combined mind control, brain washing & ideological control into school & training
courses.
The agenda is to remove God & Religion from our schools & society, the destruction of personal religion, common sense,
conscience, family values, friendships, the sense of what is right & wrong.
And to indoctrinate our children into a religious responsibility to the New World Order, Fascist World Banker Government.

SMART METER RADIATION DANGER
The ultimate surveillance devices are the Smart Meters now being installed
every home in the United Kingdom. The history of Smart Meters stretches
back a decade over their installation in Australia & the USA. There was quite a
of opposition to these meters but the installations were forced on the
population by the energy companies with the help of police backup.
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One of the problems with Smart Meters is their EMF radiation. (Electro Magnetic
Frequencies) which are so powerful that they gave people brain tumours, cancer, sleepless nights, juddering while asleep. etc.
Some people had to sleep outside of their homes because they were unable to sleep at all.
Smart Meter technology is based on a new "Smart" 5G network.
I don't know if you remember the warnings that we had when mobile phones were introduced, we were told to keep mobile
phones 5cm from our heads & use the headphones/microphone provided.
That was when we were on 2G. The power of mobile phone radiation has increased ten-fold since then. When the power is
stepped up to 5G and then the Smart Meter placed in our homes the danger to humans is increased.
This is yet another example of criminal corporations, “Profit Before People.”

THE DONALD !

Fighting for Humanity.

While you’ve been listening to the combined efforts of The Media, Politicians,
Comedians, Journalists & Newspapers ridiculing & insulting US President Donald
Trump…
It may interest you to know that he is one of the few people trying to destroy The
Corporate Bankers who steal your taxes every day & rule the world with our War
& Fraud world economy.
Every day he is faced with a barrage of media lies, no support from his corrupt
Republican Party colleagues, and a Democratic opposition party which is
murdering the witnesses to their past crimes at a weekly rate.

THE GREAT BETRAYAL
The combined effort of our politicians in all parties has helped The City of London banker corporations to change UK laws to
make fraud legal.
The Corporations don’t have to worry about problems with privatisations; they just do it in secret.
They no longer have to protect the population or manufacture good products or services, they can just steal what they like.
Their corrupt accountants & offshore tax havens hold all the spoils of their ill gotten gains as the UK Government & their corrupt
lawyers play the system or just change the rules.
Their high paid lawyers even draw up the Laws for our politicians to enforce.

YOU ARE NOT NICKED
Politicians now join the never ending list of Bankers, Corporations & Public Servants who are above the law.
Bribery, corruption, blackmail, fraud & paedophilia are the cogs of the UK Parliament in Westminster.
They long ago lost any power to rule over The City of London criminal bankers.
And now concentrate their efforts in turning Local Government, County Councils & charities into tools for The Corporate Mafia to use
against the population of the UK.
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